If you like Alex Rider...

GOOD READS
Adventure
If you like Percy Jackson and the Olympians...
Anatopsis (YA ABO)
by Chris Abouzeid
In the realm from which the Greek gods ruled the universe
thousands of years ago, the immortal witch Anatopsis uncovers
the true objectives of her demi-god tutor Mr. Pound and
attempts to prevent him from carrying out his evil plans.
Walking with the Dead (YA FAL)
by L.M. Falcone
Twelve-year-old Alex’s dad is about to open a museum of
oddities. Among the items on display is a corpse from ancient
Greece. When a surge of electricity awakes the corpse and it
starts running around the town, Alex realizes that he needs to
step in and help the cadaver out. His efforts take him on a
journey to the underworld, where Alex and his friend Freddie
must outwit a host of monsters from Greek mythology.
Runemarks (YA HAR, HAR, e-audio*)
by Joanne Harris
Maddy Smith, who bears the mysterious mark of a rune on her
hand, learns that she is destined to join the gods of Norse
mythology and play a role in the fate of the world.
The Akhenaten Adventure (YA KER, YA CD KER, e-audio*)
by Philip Kerr (1st in Children of the Lamp series)
When twelve-year-old twins Philippa and John discover that
they are descended from a long line of djinn, their mother sends
them away to their Uncle Nimrod, who takes them to Cairo
where he starts to teach them about their extraordinary
powers.
Quiver (YA SPI)
by Stephanie Spinner
When her father commands that she produce an heir, the
huntress Atalanta gives her suitors a seemingly impossible task
in order to uphold her pledge of chastity, as the gods of ancient
Greece look on.
Middleworld (YA VOE, YA CD VOE)
by Jon Voelkel (1st in Jaguar Stones Trilogy)
When his archaeologist parents go missing in Central America,
fourteen-year-old Max embarks on a wild adventure through
the Mayan underworld in search of the legendary Jaguar
Stones, which enabled ancient Mayan kings to wield the
powers of living gods.

The Lab (YA HEA)
by Jack Heath
When Agent Six, a member of The Deck, a group fighting
against their corrupt society, discovers that he is the product of
an illegal experiment by the evil Lab, he takes dangerous steps
to discover the truth about himself.
Sure Fire (YA HIG)
by Jack Higgins (1st in Rich and Jade series)
Resentful of having to go and live with their estranged father
after the death of their mother, fifteen-year-old twins, Rich and
Jade, soon find they have more complicated problems when
their father is kidnapped and their attempts to rescue him
involve them in a dangerous international plot to control the
world’s oil.
SilverFin (YA HIG, YA CD HIG)
by Charles Higson (1st in Young Bond series)
This prequel to the adventures of James Bond, 007, introduces
us to the young James when he’s just started boarding school in
England and is about to become involved in his first adventure.
Traitor (YA MCN)
by Andy McNab
(1st in Watts Family Adventures series)
Danny has just been rejected by the Army because of his
grandfather, a traitor and spy who turned against England and
then disappeared. He vows to track down his grandfather and
find out the truth.
Operation Red Jericho (YA MOW)
by Joshua Mowll (1st in Guild of Specialists trilogy)
The posthumous papers of Rebecca MacKenzie document her
adventures, along with her brother Doug, in 1920s China as the
teenaged siblings are sent to live aboard their uncle’s ship
where they become involved in the dangerous activities of a
mysterious secret society called the Honourable Guild of
Specialists.
Finding Lubchenko (YA SIM)
by Michael Simmons
When his father is framed for murder and bioterrorism, highschool junior Evan, using clues from a stolen laptop, travels
from Seattle to Paris with two friends to find the real culprit.
*Items marked with an asterisk are available as electronic
downloads. Ask at the Youth Desk for assistance or more
information.
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